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LETTER FROM NEW YORK

BY MARINA HARSS

New York City Opera's budget-induced depatture

from the State Theatre (recently re-christened the David H

Koch) has been an unintentional windfall for the cityt dance

caiendar. The city needed another large stage on which to

welcome companies from abroad, as well as the odd home

team. Royal Danish Ballet performed at the l(och in June

of last year, and this spring, the theatre opened its doors to

Sylvie Guillem and the Paul Taylor Dance Company' More

recently, it was used by the Australian Ballet and Paris Opera'

It was a very balletic spring and early summer in New York'

The Aussies sent an advance parry of four to the Fall For

Dance festival last November' Their unmannered athleticism

and understated classicism made a good impression, even if

the decision to bring Glen Tetley's dated, semi-eroic Cenini

was questionable. It turns out this was a sign of things to

come. Again and again one sees that programming is the

biggest challenge for companies on tour. With the exception

of the "classics"-which function as benchmarks for sryle-

companies seem to have a hatd time guessing what ballets

will work with what audiences. New York, especially, is a

tough crowd, brought up on the musical logic of Balanchine,

the Russian-inflected bravura of ABI and the glamorous

contemporaneity of the European trouPes who appear

regulady at BAM.

The Australians chose two programs that they felt best

represented their eclecticism and their dictum "caring fot

tradition, daring to be different." The first was a mixed

bili, the second an updated Swan I''akeby the Austtalian

choreographer Graeme Murphy. Laminoas, the opening

wotk on the mixed Program, tutned out to be a frIm/Iwe

dance montage meant to supply a kind of quick ptimer

on the history of ballet Down Under' (Ihe company was

25

Tne AusTRALIAN BALLET, SxRNtRlR

SH IVALINGAPPA, LARRY KEIG\MIN,

TnrsHn BRowN, AND THE MARK

MORRIS DANCE COTUPRNV

founded quite recently, in 1962, by the Australian dancer

and choreographer Peggy van Praagh.) Vivid archival films

of Ballets Russes dancers frolicking on the beach during

the thirties and of iocal ballet hopefuls sweating in crowded

studios in the eady days alternated with live excerpts from

the repertory, mainly pas de deux. The voiceover was packed

with lines fike "an isolated land at the end of the earth,"

and the sound was rather blurry and sometimes inaudible

because of the live musical accompaniment,

The excerpts were well danced, but failed to make much

of an impression as mere danced intedudes. I a Fauoita was

a Spanish-flavored pas de deux in the Petipa vein by Petal

Miller-Ashmole, set to music by Donizetti, and danced

by Lana Jones and Daniel Gaudiello. Jones' especially' is a

powerhouse, a bold dancer with long lines and a charmingly

unaffected demeanor' On the other hand, neither she, nor

her partner, nor the young, technically impressive dancers

rvho later performed the Don puixole pas de deux (Reiko

Hombo and Chengwu Guo), were particulady interested in

infusing the steps with much Spanish flavor. The company

does not seem to go in for such flourishes, which is fair

enough, but rather blunts the effect of "colorful" ballet

chestnuts lihe these; one is left with a series of virtuosic

displays. Rachel Rawlins and Ty I(ng-\X/all performed a

polished second-act pas de deux from Giselle, but again,

nothing loses its perfume like Romantic ballet taken out

of context. Molto Viuace, by Stephen Baynes (another

Aussie), was a lyrical, legato duet with lots of complicated

partnerhg-gliding tifts, diaphanous white costumes, lush

port de btas-i Ia Christopher Wheeldon, beautifully

performed by Amber Scott and Adam Bull.

But the highlight was the closer, a big ensemble number
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Artisls 0f lhe Arctralian Ballet in Divetgence. Photo: L;ita Toruasetti.

from Stanton Welch's Diuergence, set to music from Bizet's

LAr/esienne. Odew Yorkers have seen no less than three

ballets to LArlesienne this season, by Wheeldon, Roland Petit,

and S7elch.) To begin with, the costumes were comp.letely

silly: black fullJength unitards for the men that left the

belly and chest exposed, with corset-like strings laced across

the front and flames shooting up the legs. The women did

not fare much better: leather Bat-Gid bustiers, scrunchy

futus, and funny fascinators on their heads. Atranged in

neat rows, the dancers flicked their shouiders, pulsed their

chests, and made jerky, angular gestures with their arms. The

men framed their crotches with their hands and engaged in

callisthenic-like movements. Eventually the women wriggled

out of their gigantic tutus. B6jart would have been pleased.

Next on the program: Dlad 7 929,1Wayne McGregor's

meditation on the Ballets Russes and Richard Evelyn Byrdt

flight over the South Pole in 1929. McGregor assures us, in

his program note, that "although D1ad 1929 is not a narrative

'about'Antarctica, the dance, design and music contain

its traces of the Ballets Russes spirit." For good measure,

the dance is also dedicated to Merce Cunningham. This

information became totally irrelevant once the ballet began.

Dlad 1929 proved to be the usual McGtegor onslaught, full

of his signature squiggles, undulating spines, swimming arms
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and massively complicated coordinations, this time set to

Steve Reich's jazzy Double Sextet,Becatse there is so much

going on, and so litde repetition or echoing of material, it

is very difficult to perceive an undedying structure or ariy

kind of development. And because one doesn't sense an

organizing principle or idea, the accumulation becomes

exhausting, to the eye and the mind. Merce Cunningham

may have used chance procedures, but he knew how to

imprint images in one's mind. Not McGregor. For all his

distortions and movement innovation, McGtegor's ballets

leave a very shallow impression. One tends to remember

the design, and, as usual, the designs for Dladwere striking:

a white sheet with black polka dots that lined the back of

the stage and continued onto the dancing surface itself. The

costumes were unisex (of course): briefs and tops in white

or beige, more flattering for the men than for the women.

The stage was bathed in a beautiful, cool white light (hghting

designs by Lucy Carter) possibly an allusion to the glassy

Light at the South Pole. The dancers, who included the

impressive LanaJones, did their level best, but seemed out

of theit element, especially with the slinky, undulating upper-

body movements.

One of the company's goals is to present works that

explore Aboriginal mythology and traditions . If/ara m a k- i n

Z/



Ketin Jackson and
l,nna Jones inDyad
1.929. Photo: L;i:a
Tomasetti.

the Dark Night

is one of these,

a commission

from Stephen

Page, artistic

director of

Bangarra Dance

' lheatre Tn i t

dancers from

Australian Ballet

and Bangarra

tnoe+hcr ' lhe

music, by David

Page @rother

^F 
Qt.nL.- \

is based on Dhuwa and Yirritja songs from North East

Arnhem Land-a region in northern Australia-but its

crashing crescendi and lush orchestrations make it sound

mote like the soundtrack to an epic set in the Outback. (It

reminded me of some of Eric Serra's 1980's soundtracks for

Luc Besson.) Again, the most compelling element was the

designs, byJacob Nash (sets) andJennifer Irwin (costumes):

mounds of rocks and backdrops inspired by Aboriginal dot

paintings of the night sky, mud-like body paint and long,

diaphanous dresses. The movement, on the other hand, was

repetitious and unimaginative, heavily reliant on unison,

roiJing bodies, and overhead lifts. The imagistic treatment

of the undedying myths $,/as too unspecific to really capture

the imagination. Again, a movie image came to mind: the

ritualized group movement of the Na'vi in Auatar. In the

most compelling section, a hind of shamaness stood before

an enormous moon, her hands spread open as if receiving

its pou'er; she was Elma I(ris, a dancer of Aboriginal descent

from the Bangarra company, and it must be said that she had

a very pov/erful presence. For all this, the classically-trained

dancers of Australian Ballet seemed to relish the grounded

movement and epic imagerl'-i1 was obvious that it meant

something to them.

Then came Graeme Murphy's Swan l.,ake. Even though it

premidred in 2002, it is very much a product of the eighties

and nineties, and a descendant of Matthew Bourne's all-

28

male version. As with Bourne, the motor behind it is the

desire to popularize .lwan I.ake for a new generation by

updating, psychologizing, and injecting it with some modern

sex appeal, Again like Bourne, Murphy r.vas inspired by the

messy family life of the British royals-weak-willed son,

unyielding mother, delicate psyches cracking under intense

social and familial pressure. Here, the evil sorcerer (R.othbart)

is replaced by a monster of a different stripe, though no less

dangerous: an ultra-sexualized, clingy lover, the Baroness von

Rothbart. (Ihe hatred for Cami.lla Parker Bowles runs deep.)

Unfortunatell', Murphy's ballet is also incoherent,

poody-paced, and not terribly responsive to the music. The

choreographer jumbles Tchaikovsky's score and changes

the story, without in an1' v72y improving on the original.

First, during the overture, we see the prince engaged in a

torrid encounter with the Baroness on a bed with black satin

sheets. Then, as the first act begins, instead of a birthday

party for the prince, we find ourselves at his wedding,

populated by guests in Edwardian dress (the set, by I(ristian

Fredrikson, is verl' 2111261ive). The Diana-like bride of the

first act (shy, emotionally ftail), has an emotional breakdown

in the middle of the festivities, perhaps because she is forced

to wear a dress with a train so immense it makes dancing

extremely difficult. Off she goes to the sanatorium, where

she spends a lot of time shuddering and rolled up into a

ball as Tchaikovsky's sumptuous music plays, begging to be

danced to. She hallucinates about becoming a swan, waking

up among her sisters on a raised platform at the back of
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the stage. It's not clear whether the prince visits her there,

or whether he's just part of the hallucination. Then, in the

next act, she shows up again atatather debauched pafiy 
^t

the home of Camilla (or, rather, the Baroness), re-captures

the prince's attention, and tears him arvay from his vampiric

mistress. Back we go to the lake, where the two dance their

final (imagined?) pas de deux. As the final, triumphant strains

of the music ring out, she is sucked into a black hole in the

middle of the stage, taking the lake with her.

The whole thing is histrionic to the point of caricature.

At left and belaw:

Madeleine Easloe and

Keain Jacknn in lhe

A a s tra li a n B a I le t I Swan

L^ke. Both photor: Lira

Tonaselti.

It is a tribute to

Amber Scott that

she managed to

humanize the role

of Odette, creating a

delicate, emotionaily

intense portrait of

suffering, her supple

back and frantic arms

fully embodying the

character's torment.

Adam Bull, as Prince

Siegfried, had litde to do but look handsome and lost, caught

in this emotional tug-of-war. The various divertissements

were, again, well danced, with neat hands, clean footwork

and pretry port de bras. But one would like to see the

company in more subde rvorks that allow their individual

qualities, and rvarmth, to shine through.

The kachipudi

dancer and

choreogapher

Shantala

Shivalrngappa

^^.F^-*-,- ]  ^+ +L-

Joyce at the end

ofJune Qune27-

J"ly 1). Kuchipudi,
4c f f i " - - ,  

^F 
. ,^ . .

know, is a classical

Indian dance form

from the southern

state of Andhra

Pradesh, petformed

to Carnatic music.

Lrke bharata naAam,

another south-Indian

classical dance form,
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it has storytelling and rhythmic elements; the dancer dzzzles

the audience with her tecl-rnique and musical,ity (and rhythmic

footwork), but also awakens its imagination through the

stylized representations of stories involving gods and

goddesses, descriptions of nature, and poetic imagery.

Shivalingappa, who was born in Madras to a well-known

bharata najam dancer (Savitry Nair), grew up in Paris, where

she was exposed to the European avant-garde and modetn-

dance esthetics of Maurice B6iart, Peter Brooke, and Pina

Bausch. She joined Bausch's troupe for a while, performing

in both Nry'i @er meditation on Istanbul) and Bamboo

Blaes (ter postcard from India). Shivalingappa's fluid lines,

pizzrcato jump (the Indian equivalent of Violette Verdy's

petit alhgro) and animated, expressive demeanor in both left

a strong impression. You can take Shivalingappa out of

kachipudi, but you can't take kachipudi out of Shivalingappa.

Alas, her show at the Joyce was a disappointment.

She performed four solos created for her by various

contemporary choreographers (Bausch, Ushio Amagatsu,

her mother, herself). Most had an "Indian" flavot, with

allusions to various mimetic elements tlpical of kuchipadi

and bharata nafitam (otus flowers, the shooting of an arrow,

etc.) and recognizable poses-deep lunges, the sinuous

swinging of an arm like an elephant's trunk, silvery jumps,

wide open arms that slice the air like a sword, or an elegant

reclining pose. (lrlone of the solos, however, tapped into

the rhythmic complexity of classical Indian footwork,)
\Wearing litde makeup and pared down, mosdy white

costumes, Shivalingappa radiated the serene yet animated

presence that makes her such a captivating performer. But

the material $/as thin. Amagatsu's Ibuki (or Vital Breath) felt

Like a random assortment of images, with no rcal binding

idea, rendered even more genetic by Yoichiro Yoshikawa's

neu/-agey mtsic. Shft, Shivalingappa's own contriburion, was

a kind of deconstruction of kachipadi imagery, built from

isolated poses. It felt more like a private exploration rather

than a fully-developed composition. Savitry Nait's ,fmarana

was more focused, and ended rvith a very powerful passage

that captured Shivalingappa's mesmerizing stage presence.

\fith her back to the audience, the dancer raised her arms

overhead, splaytng the fingers of each hand to form a lotus

flower. Slowly, she drew her hands together until the two

became one. It felt like a revelation.

But the most moving work on the program was Bausch's

Made/eine Eastoe in the Aastralian Ba/letl SwanLake, with drti$i aJ lhe companl. Pholo: Lisa Tomasetti.
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,lolo, made for Shivalingappa in the studios c:f Tanztheater
\Xiuppertal in 2007.In its seven minutes, one can feel the

enormous love and admiration Bausch had for this slender

wisp of a gid. To the sultry strains of Ferran Savall's samba

Paris,Shivahneappa swayed and glided, her body mimicking

the improvised, spontaneous qualiry of the singers' scatting

voice. Her hand flutteted gracefully like a leaf in autumn, or

caressed her lustrous hair; her head tilted with the brceze.

Because her legs and feet were engulfed in the folds of one

of Bausch's signature silk shifts, out g ze focused instead

on the sinuousness of her arms, the beauty of her child-like

face, and her marvelous musicality. Shivalingappa moved

as if in a dream, a half-smile on her lips. Her dance was

rvhimsical aod sensual and deeolv sad.

Such depth of feeling does not seem to be a qualiry the

choreographerLarry Keigwin aspires to. He is certainly an

ingenious mover of dancers; his Megalopolis and Sidewalk

are both dazzlingexamples of his skill in crearing complex

shifting patterns that never grow stale, Give him five minutes

of music and a stable of dancers and he'll find a thousand
'ways to move them across the stage. Megalopolis, made for

a large ensemble of students at theJuilliard School a few

years back, brings to mind schools of fish, zipping across

a pond to one's constant amazement.I{eigwin also has a

knack for finding clever, hip u/ays to move the body, using

a little vogueing, some capoeira, pole dancing, minimaiist

movement, grotesquerie,gaga, whatever works. He has a

vast palette at his fingertips, The dancers in his company are

attractive and cooi and urbane and have a lot of sex-appeal,

which they wear lightly. One imagines them spending a lot

of time in clubs and excellent parties in Williamsburg and

Dumbo.

But there is something increasingly phony

creeping into l(eigwin's dances. His season at

the Joyce Qwne 12-17) suffered from massive

clever-itis. The dancers svranned around and

shtugged their shoulders and flirted with

the audience with moony expressions. To a

throbbing beat, rwelve of them played with

an equal number of folding chairs in the

apdy-named Twelae Chairs, balancing on them,

pushing off of them, drooping down on them,

or simply sitting and staring out apathetica\

Like most dances featuring chairs, the idea

wore thin prettl' quickly, Then there w^s Triz,

a balletic threesome performed in short kilts

(men shirtless) that led nowhere. In Contact

Sport, four man-boys in gray flannel school

uniforms teased and prodded one another to

the dripping, drawling voice of Eartha Idtt

singing such knowing tunes as Arthur Siegelt

Monotonoas and Ervin Drake's It Was a Very

Cood Yar. For a while it was fun to watch the

shifting alliances and moods as the members

of the foursome rough-housed and supported

each other, or ganged up against a solitary

odd-man out.'Were they friends, btothers,

frenemies? By the third song one no longer

J'hantala Shiualingappa in Pina Bausch's "So/0," part
of .fhiualing@pa's one-woman show at the Jaye entiiled
" Nam agta. " P ho to : Laarent P hi lipp e.
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really cared. Thank goodness for Megalopolis, the evening's

closer. rWith its headl' mix of Steve Reich and MIA, its

futuristic silver lam6 costumes, and its clever alternation of

iibet-precise walking patterns and sudden eruptions of club

dance, it certainly shakes all the blues away. But it's three

)'ears old now, and nothing I've seen since comes anywhere

ciose to its crazed vitaliry.

Not that crazedvitahry is the only measrue of greatness,

of course. If it were, Trisha Brown would not be the icon

that she is. There are few dances as laid-back as Brown's,

which is why they can be so liberating to watch. There's

room for reflection, repetition, r'ariation, even some

lackadaisical humor. Recent generations of dancers in her

company lack her renegade spirit, though. They tend to

be lanky and phlegmatic, pleasing to watch but missing

the puckish element that made her own performances

so mercurial and fun to watch. This summer,her 1991

collaboration withJohn Cage and Robert Rauschenberg

Astral Conuertelwas revived at the vast Park Avenue Armorv

Suly 10-14), the same space where the final Cunningham

Events were held late last year. The ongSnal Astral Conuefted

was performed outdoors in the late afternoon, on the steps

in front of the National Gallery in DC, amid traffic and

dogwalkets and children and rourists. The piece has a kind

of, well, astral feel, detached and quiet, busy in a matter-of-

fact sort of way. Brown herself has described it as a "dance

machine." There's no real reason for this or that to happen,

it just does. According to the catalogue copy of Megadisc

Classics, John Cage's Eight, composed a year before his death

in 1992, is written: "for a double quartet of 4 woodwinds

(flute, oboe, clarinet and bassoon) and 4 brass (trumpet,

horn, tenor trombone and tuba). The instructions (complete)

are: Time-brackets with flexible beginnings and endings

which overlap enabling a sound to be any duration between

very short and very long. Dynamics are free, crescendi,

diminuendi, etc. Intonation need not be agreed-upon."

In effect, what happens is that the instruments beep and

bellow or toot flatulentiy, seemingly at random, for about

an hour. Meanwhile, the design scheme, by Rauschenberg,

consists of several movable metal structures of differing

heights, fashioned out of car parts, and fitted with lights and

Tisha Brown! Astral Converted. Phato: Stephanie Berger
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Tisha Broan's Asttal Convetted. Photo: S*phanie Berger

speakers. The lights turn on and off, riggered by sensors

that respond to the dancers'movements. The dancers

wear silver unitards, also b1' Rauschenberg, with webbing

sprouting between the women's legs, suggesting a kind of

futuristic skirt. Both the look and sonic environmenr are

low-key, neutral, variable.

The movements created by Trisha Brown have a similady

undirected feel, though of course there is nothing random

about them. The dancers stand, sit, l-ie down, hinge their

joints, push brooms, support each other as they fall, walk

on and off the stage, all according to Trisha's directives.

There are moments of unison, and more often, a kind of

Iooping in and out of momentary synchronicity among

the dancers. A dancer will give a short command, say "go,"

and the others wiil respond accordingly. This keeps things

orgarttzed. At the Armory, the platform upon which they

performed was placed at floor level at one end of the Drill

Hall, with the audience seated on risers facing the stage. The

public gazed down at the glowing aura of the performance

space, and out into the vast darkness of the hall. There was

something meditative about watching this illuminated space

filled with busy bod-ies at work, like observing a group of

serene, competent beings performing enigmatic tasks on

DaNcrVrc,w, Vor. 29, No. 4- AurumN 20L2

a space station from a nearby satellite, suffounded by the

darkness of deep space. At first the dancers stayed close

to the ground, pushing themselves up onto their folded

elbows (or knees) then collapsing down again, or dragged

themselves, limpJegged, for short distances. (Lights flashed

on and off, a trombone bleated.) Later, a few began to

sweep through the space in shifting patterns with large

brooms, the kind a school custodian might use to clean the

hallway. The broom handles could also be used as levers for

their handlers to push themselves up into the air, like Fred

Astaire with his cane but withour the flourish. At certain

points the dancers rolled the towers to a new location and

continued with their tasks, sometimes lifting each other

in various configurations, or assisting each other in low

iumps. There was a very gradual crescendo from start to

finish, with the intensiry and amplitude of the movements

increasing over time, but this was really only noticeable

in hindsight. The affect of the dancers, however, never

changed, whether they were performing or watching fiom

the sidelines. After a while, one's attention began to flag (the

performance lasted what felt like a very long hour). Given

the openness of its structure, one began to sense that the

proceedings might well go on forever, or at least until the
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dancers eventually collapsed from exhaustion. ril/hether one

found this mesmerizing or very trying depended on one's

own sensibiliry. At some point, the dancers simply stopped

moving and the l-ights went off.

Nothing could be further from this kind of amorphous,

free-flowing structure than the choreography of Mark

Morris. His choreographic imagination is firmly tethered to

the music he selects, which in turn tends to have a strong

internal architecture. As with Paul Taylor, one gets the sense

that dance and music for Morris are a w^y of ordering the

univetse. His version of Henry Purcell's opeta Dido and

Aeneas was revived for the Mosdy Mozafi Festival at the

Rose Theate fluly 28-August 25). There were two novelties:

Firstly, a single female dancer (Amber Star Merkens)

performed both of the leading roles, Dido and her nemesis,

the Sorceress. And secondly, Mark N{orris conducted. (l.dow

that he no longer dances, he has taken up conducting,

another way of imposing order on the wodd.) Morns

originally conceived the dual role for himself, in 1989, during

his conflict-ridden residence at the Th6Atre de la Monnaie in

Brussels. It was the height of the AIDS panic, and Morris

has said that he was convinced at the time that he would

soon discover he too was fated to die from the disease. His

version of Dido was about him, and about the terrible link

he saw between love and death. The Queen embodied his

emotional, tragic side; the Sorceress was the destructive,

bawdy, irreverent aspect of his nature, the prankster who

made cheeky, campy rvorks that drove the Belgian audiences

crazy. He identified so closely with the story of Dido that he

wanted to depict it as a one-man-show, with him playing all

the parts.

Instead, he made this deceptively plain work filled with

courtly dances and mime and hieratic poses. (Ihe soloists,

who included the creamy-voiced Stephanie Blythe, and

chorus were in the pit.) Morris's approach to the opera

is fascinatingly faithful to both the story and the musical

structures, and, on an even more minute level, to individual

words. He has assigned specific gestures to illustrate certatn

key words like fate (a stance with the arms open wide and

fingers splayed, chest tilted upward). And as in Indian dance

(which Mark Morris knows well) there is 
^ 

gre^t deal of

A scene fron Mark Morfu's Dtdo and Aeneas Daminga Estrada Jr. (as Aeneas) and Amber Star Merkens (a: Dido) sit on the bench in the foregroand.
Photo b1 Costas.
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Also froa Mark Moris's Dido and Aeneas: I mber Star Merkens (a: Dido) its tyith her back to u. Photo fui Cuta:.

physical storytelJing. The courtiers depict the hunt with

the elegant gesture of shooting an arfow; Aeneas's lusty

sailors pull at ropes as the chorus sings "come away, fellow

sailors, your anchors be weighing." One of the characters

(the lovely Rita Donahue) recounts the tale of Diana and

Actaeon for the gathered crowd, tearing at her breast as she

describes how the 1'oung hunter's hounds killed their master

At the same time, the dancer stays thrillingly close to the

music, beating the time with her feet. To some, this kind of

faithfulness to rhythm and verse verges on Mickey mousing,

and there certainly is an element of that. But what makes

it compelling is the beauty and humor of the movements

themselves, as well as the nimbleness with which Morris

intertwines mimesis, musical understanding, gesture and

abstract movement.

To this one must add the brar,'ura of the double-portrait

of Dido and the Sorceress, as schizophrenic and stark as

Odette and Odile. Dido has the authority and dignity of a

Queen; the weight of her longing is reflected in her deep

pli6s, legs set wide apart, and the ample reach of her arms.

She is archaic, like a figure on an urn. The Sorceress is cruel,

caclding, obscene; her body shakes and her fingers twitch

with mischief. She's also a bit campy, irrepressible and

American in a gum-chewing kind of way, and just plain bad.

\X4ren Morris stopped dancing the role, he split it in rwo, to

be performed by two different dancers, usually a man and a

woman. Later, another man, Bradon McDonald, did both.

And now it is Amber Star Merkens's turn, the first woman.

It helps that she is tall, strong, broad-shouldered and wild

haired, like Morris, beautiful but epicene. She's tailer than

most of the men in the company, and probably stronger as

well. She has played tough guys before, asinMorcids Romeo

and Juliet, where she was a mean, swaggering Tybalt. And

she has an innate grandeur, with her strong features, full

lips, and potent technique. Which makes the wildness of her

Sorceress all the more striking, as she streaks across the rear

of the stage, slapping her feet, hair flying. No, her portrait

cannot match Morrist for sheer obsueperousness, but her

streamlined, essential approach reveals the basic soundness

of the work. It is tragic in a more universal way. Dido is not a

vehicle for Morris's self-expression, it is a work full of rigor

and economy, in which each element, from the simple black

unisex sarongs to the bench from which Aeneas gazes out to

sea, to the pared-down dance vocabulary, plal's an essential

role. As with his tecent Szcrater, its power lies in the way

Motris interprets the story the music is telling us in his own

visual language.

Onward to fall.
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